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Here you can find the menu of Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers in San Bernardino. At the moment, there are 17
meals and drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about

Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers:
This situation is usually very busy, it must have been right. Counter Help was friendly and service was fast! The
food was great as usual! I wish we could get a few more in the PNW. read more. When the weather is good you

can also have something outside. What D A doesn't like about Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers:
Good chicken strips but too expensive to truly enjoy the experience. The staff is kind.The prices are ridiculous,

for that reason I only visit when all other places are closed. Consider lowering the prices or at least providing an
adequate amount of food for the current price. read more. If you're in a rush, you can get tasty Fast-Food dishes
just the way you like it from Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers in San Bernardino, freshly prepared for you in few

minutes, By availing of the catering service from Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers in San Bernardino, the dishes
can be ordered at home or at the event. Sometimes you may not want to consume a lot, in this case one of the

delicious sandwiches, a small salad or another snack is just right.
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Salad�
TACOS

P�z�
TEXAS

�tra�
DIPPING SAUCE

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Sala�
COLE SLAW

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Sid� Order�
MAYO

Sauce�
KETCHUP

Chicke� dishe�
CHICKEN FINGERS

Breade� Specia� Roll�
APPLES

Kid� Mea�
KIDS MEAL

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Wrap� & Tac� 
STREET TACOS

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

TOSTADAS

BREAD
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Opening Hours:
Monday 09:00 -02:00
Tuesday 09:00 -02:00
Wednesday 09:00 -02:00
Thursday 09:00 -03:30
Friday 09:00 -03:30
Saturday 09:00 -03:30
Sunday 09:00 -02:00
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